
 

 

 

Feel free to send me your results for discussion. Email in the footer. 

The Fake Agile Checklist 

The Backlog Basics Yes No 

Does your team have a backlog?   

Is the backlog stable?   

Is the Sprint Backlog fixed for each Sprint?   

Does the team understand the vision and features it needs to produce?   

Is the Product Owner refining the backlog such that the team knows the 
scope of each work item?   

Does the team understand the solution architecture and who to talk to 
for clarification?   

The Team Basics Yes No 

Does each team have a Product Owner and Scrum Master? (these 
could be shared across a small number of teams)   

Does the team have all the resources it needs?   

Does the team have access to stakeholders for requirements 
clarifications?   

Planning Basics Yes No 

What is the team's current or expected velocity?   

Does the team understand its capacity for each future Sprint?   

Is the whole team involved in Sprint Planning and Estimating?   

Is the team breaking down the Epics into Stories and Tasks and 
Estimating each work item?   

Has the team identified and allowed for any dependencies?   

Has the team prepared a Release Plan? Are they committed to the 
Release Plan Dates?   
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The Fake Agile Checklist 

SCRUM Basics Yes No 

Is the core team involved in the Scrum?   

Does the team challenge and support each other?   

Does the Sprint Review discuss the critical team metrics in addition to a 
solution demonstration?   

Are Risks being considered, mitigated and managed?   

Is Iteration story level planning in process?   

Does the Sprint Retrospective produce productivity improvement ideas?   

Are Retro Improvement ideas evaluated during the next iteration? 
PDCA   

Kanban Basics Yes No 

Is the team using Classes of Service?   

Are the Kanban rules explicit and being adhered to?   

Are work items in each Class of Service roughly the same size?   

Is Lead Time being calculated?   

Is Cycle Time being calculated?   

Are WIP limits set?   

Are dependencies identified and being managed?   

Quality Basics Yes No 

Is the team monitoring their Escaped defect metrics?   

Has a definition of Ready been agreed and is it being rigorously 
applied?   

Does the team have a definition of Done and is it being consistently 
applied?   

Is the team applying Continuous Integration?   
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The Fake Agile Checklist 

Larger Team Basics Yes No 

Are the teams working on the same sprint cycle?   

Have the teams harmonised their WoW?   

Are the teams managing their dependencies?   

Are the Product Owners synchronized?   

Is there a Scrum-of-Scrums to resolve the larger team issues?   

Are the integration responsibilities defined and clear?   

Are the programme level controls clear and using team metrics?   

 

 

Don’t forget the mantra: 

Agile without metrics is anarchy, Agile without quality is pointless. 
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